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Abstract. Chatbot is a piece of software that responds to natural language input and attempts to hold a

conversation in a way that imitates a real person. Some chatbots are used for entertainment purposes, while

others for business and commercial purposes. Chatbots are getting a lot of attention from business community

right now as they can save costs in customer service centers and can handle multiple clients at a time. Successful

implementation of a chatbot calls for correct analysis of user’s query by the bot and the formation of the correct

response that should be given to the user. In many scenarios the information available from the user’s query is

inadequate to provide the answer. In such contexts, the chatbot needs to be inquisitive so that it will be more

interactive and can mimic a more natural human interaction. This paper reports the implementation of an

inquisitive chatbot, which finds the missing data in query and probes the questions to users to collect data that

are required to answer the query. Through this implementation, the level of interactivity between the user and

the chatbot is improved.
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1. Introduction

One of the important goals of the researches in the field of

human–computer interaction is the design of natural and

intuitive interaction modalities. In particular, many efforts

have been devoted to the development of systems to

interact with the user in a natural language. Computer-

based chatbots are becoming popular as an interactive

communicative system between human and machines.

Chatbot is an artificial entity that is designed to simulate an

intelligent conversation with human partners through their

natural language and is considered to be one of the classical

interfaces for natural language interactions between man

and machines. A chatbot, in general, employs a simple text

interface for interaction, although some include complex

systems such as speech or gesture recognition and text-to-

speech features.

Chatbots are becoming increasingly important for sci-

entific, commercial, and entertainment systems. They have

a wide range of applications such as virtual assistance,

artificial tutoring, e-commerce, and social networking and

have the potential to revolutionize the way the human–

computer interactions takes place. Currently, chatbots are

used by thousands of web users to mediate access to data or

knowledge bases and also to carry out generic conversa-

tions [1].

Chatting bot can understand what you are saying, ana-

lyze it, and give you a suitable response. Some chatbots

strive to be indistinguishable from humans, while others try

and stand out from humans with super-human knowledge

or features. Most chatbots simply look for keywords,

phrases, and patterns that have been programmed into their

databases, but some use more advanced techniques. As of

yet, no chatbot has been able to completely fool humans

into believing it is one of them through its knowledge of

natural language.

2. Chatbot architecture

Chatbot analyzes the user input and gives a suitable re-

sponse using natural language processing (NLP) and arti-

ficial intelligence. Most of the chatbot systems use some

form of NLP by matching the user’s input against a

knowledge base of words and phrases and select a suit-

able response based on the input and the context of the

conversation. Pattern matching, finite-state-machines, and

frame-based models are the main methodologies of con-

versional agent design [2].

Chatterbots mainly consist of three parts: a knowledge

base that encapsulates the intelligence of the system, a chat

engine as an interface engine, and an interpreter program

[3]. Interpreter program comprises an analyzer and a
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generator for communicating with the user interface. Ana-

lyzer reads the input dialog from the human partner and

analyzes the syntax and semantic of the sentence. The

analyzer acts as a preprocessor to the user input and uses

different normalization techniques such as pattern fitting,

substitution, and sentence splitting. The chat engine tries to

match the preprocessed output of the analyzer and identifies

the suitable answer using pattern-matching algorithms with

the help of the knowledge base. Knowledge base is the

reservoir of an intelligent agent system and it is composed

of keywords/phrases and responses associated with each

keyword/phrase. Common implementation of knowledge

base involves the use of dat files or text files, databases, and

XML files. Generator processes the response given by the

chatbot engine and generates an appropriate grammatically

correct sentence to display. Figure 1 illustrates the typical

components of a chatbot and the relation between these

components.

3. Existing chatbots

The very first chatbot, named Eliza [4] by Joseph

Weizenbaum, simulated a Rogerian psychotherapist. It was

inspired by the ideas of Turing [5], who argued that it was

possible to build machines capable of acting like humans.

The idea was simple and consisted of a pattern-matching

algorithm and sentence reconstruction, without in-depth

knowledge or processing of natural language. The program

proved to be amazingly efficient in sustaining people’s

attention during the conversation and the success of the

original program had influenced the development of many

other bots.

Colby from the Stanford Al Lab developed Parry chat-

bot. Parry is the opposite of Eliza in the sense that it sim-

ulates a patient and has been intended as a study of the

nature of paranoia and is capable of expressing beliefs,

fears, and anxieties [6]. Another implementation called

Jabberwacky can learn new responses based on user inter-

actions, rather than being driven from a static database like

many other existing chatbots [7]. The general AI of Jab-

berwacky keeps track of everything people have said to it,

and finds the most appropriate thing to say using contextual

pattern-matching techniques [8].

Another chatbot worth mentioning is artificial linguistic

internet computer entity (ALICE) [9], that has its own

markup language called artificial intelligence markup lan-

guage (AIML), developed by Dr. Richard Wallace, and

earned the Loebner Prize in 2000 and 2001. ALICE applies

heuristic pattern-matching algorithm to input to obtain a

matching pattern in AIML, and this algorithm uses a depth-

first search technique with backtracking. The knowledge

base of this system is composed of AIML files, which is an

extension of the widely used XML format. The corre-

sponding template of the matched pattern in knowledge

base is used for the output generation.

Analyzingchatbot developmenton the basis ofNLP, one can

identify three generations of these systems [1]. The first-gen-

eration chatbots were based on simple techniques of pattern

matching such as ELIZA [4]. The second generation includes

techniques of Artificial Intelligence and the third generation

uses more sophisticated pattern-matching techniques based on

markup language. A vast number of third-generation chatbots

are based on AIML such as LUCY [10], CHARLIE [11], and

XiaoHui-hui [12]. Oneof the famous third-generation chatbots

is ALICE, which won various awards.

3.1 Artificial intelligence markup language

AIML is an XML dialect with its own specification

developed by Richard S Wallace during 1995–2000. This is

an XML-compliant dialect for encoding the behavior of

bots in a standardized form that can be exchanged between

different chatbot interpreters and implementations [13].

AIML is highly recursive, and typically a single input-re-

sponse pattern will have many alternative pattern matches

that resolve recursively to the same ultimate code.

AIML describes a class of data objects named as AIML

objects and partially describes the behavior of computer

programs that process them. AIML objects are made up of

units called topics and categories, which contain parsed or

unparsed data. AIML-based agents count on a dialog base

of categories formed of units identified by the hcategoryi
element.

Each category is composed of an input pattern, by the

hpatterni element, associated with one or more output

templates identified by the htemplatei element. The

optional hthati tag refers to chatbot’s previous reply and

through hsraii tag can direct different input patterns to the

same exit template. Figure 2 illustrates a basic unit or topic

in the AIML format.

Knowledge base

Chatbot engine

Analyser Generator

User interface

Figure 1. Chatbot architecture.
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3.2 Issues and challenges

Generally, chatbots can respond to a set of predefined

queries, which are generally stored in a knowledge base.

The ability of the chatbots to respond to the variants of the

same query makes it more efficient and attractive, and this

ability, to a large extent, is determined by algorithms used

for pattern matching and the implementation of the

knowledge base. AIML, as discussed before, provides a

better platform for such query handling.

At present, the agents can answer only the queries, and

cannot probe the user meaningfully for further information

collection. This is a very important aspect of a chatbot

implementation, mainly for two reasons: one, it could make

the conversations more natural and user-friendly; the sec-

ond reason is attributed to the fact that the user’s query may

not always contain sufficient information to give an answer.

In other words, the question is ambiguous and the bot needs

more information to properly give an answer to the query.

4. Proposed system

Sometimes the information available from the original

query of the user is inadequate to provide the answer, and in

such contexts the intelligent system should be able to

identify that some relevant information is missing and

should be able to probe the user further to collect the

missing information so that the original query can be

answered. This paper discusses the implementation of such

an intelligent inquisitive chatbot, developed by modifying

the ALICE engine, where the knowledge base is supported

by a database.

Probably the user’s query may contain one or more

missing data; in such a situation, the bot needs to come

back with one or more question for collecting the missing

information. The number of missing information and

inquisitive query are directly proportional.

Dn / Qn; ð1Þ
where Dn is the number of missing information that is

required to answer the user’s query accurately and Qn is the

number of questions need to be asked by the chatbot to the

user.

Depending on the number of insufficient information for

responding to the user’s query, the level of complexity for

probing the missing information increases. First-level

inquisitive query mechanism will return only one inquisi-

tive question to the user. For the second level, the number

of missing information is two, and thus, the chatbot is

required to pose two questions to the user.

As an illustration of the level of inquisitiveness, consider

the case of a college information center. Typically, in a

college, the receptionist handles the queries raised by the

user and provides the relevant information related to col-

lege. Instead of the receptionist, we can use the chatbot

application in this real-time scenario for providing infor-

mation to the users. Such an interactive chat agent is

expected to assist the parents or students for providing

information regarding admission, academic transportation,

and hostel accommodation.

Consider a query asked by the student.

User: Who is the principal?

Bot: Dr. Srinivas ayer

Here the system can look up in the knowledge base.

There is no ambiguity in the question and thus can directly

fetch an answer.

However, consider the following query:

User: Who is the HOD?

When the system looks up for an answer, then it can find

many HODs and some level of ambiguity exists. Here the

missing information is the name of the department. Since

the user has not specified the department name, the chatbot

needs to be inquisitive and should ask the user for the

information. Here the minimum number of inquisitive

question required is one, and thus this is a case of first-level

inquisitive query mechanism for finding the missing data.

Let us consider another query.

User: Who is our course coordinator?

The above query misses two pieces of relevant infor-

mation required for providing an appropriate answer:

department and course name. Hence, we can consider this

as a second-level query mechanism. Likewise, the chatbot

<aiml version="1.0.1">

<topic name=”The topic name”

<category>

<pattern>User Input</pattern>

<that>Last response</that>

<template>Chatbot answer</template>

</category>

<category>

<pattern>User input * </pattern>

<template><srai>User Input</srai></template>

</category>

….

</topic>

</aiml>

Figure 2. Basic AIML format.
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should identify the missing information and collect it from

the user through a set of inquisitive queries. In complex

scenarios, may be more than two proactive queries need to

be asked by the agent to reach the appropriate answers.

5. Methodology

In the existing chatbots, the chat engine identifies the

suitable answer to the users’ query using pattern-matching

algorithms with the help of the knowledge base. ALICE

engine is using AIML as a knowledge base that stores a set

of predefined queries and its variants. When an information

changes, the AIML also is required to change and this will

be very difficult. In order to make these hard-coded answers

dynamic, we may seek the help of a hybrid knowledge base

model, involving AIML and a database.

In this model, when the user asks a query, the answer can

come from either of the two possible knowledge bases:

AIML or database. More permanent answers are stored in

the AIML, while the frequently changing answers are

stored in the database. Since the variant data are stored in

the database, frequent changes of AIML are avoided. This

model can become more attractive when we think of the

possibility of integrating the chatbot with the existing

databases of CRM or ERP systems, which are already used

for office management, and which will always have the

updated information.

In order to achieve this, the proposed system is imple-

menting an additional knowledge base engine (KB engine)

to the current system and interfaces this with a database for

fetching factual data for responding to certain queries.

Since the query is first searched in the AIML, we need to

have a mechanism in the AIML to instruct the chat engine,

to direct the query to the KB engine for searching the

database. The proposed modified AIML constructs provides

the means for KB engine processing. Knowledge base

engine can find a proper answer from the database using a

modified AIML response fetched by the chat engine. This

construct can also be used to find missing information,

which can be obtained from the user after issuing inquisi-

tive queries by the chatbot. Figure 3 shows the architecture

with the main elements involved in the proposed system.

5.1 Knowledge base engine (KB engine)

Knowledge base engine is designed to integrate the data-

base functionality to the AIML and to analyze the missing

information on a first level that is required to answer a

query and evaluate the responses. The KB engine works on

a two-phase evaluation methodology, which involves

identifying the missed data field, inquiring the user, and

processing the retrieved answer for the formation of right

answers expected by the user. First-phase evaluation iden-

tifies the missed data and generates the inquisitive query to

the user. The second phase processes the user-provided

answer for the inquisitive question.

5.2 Primary phase – missing field identification

The users’ query is intercepted by the KB engine and is

passed on to the chat engine for processing. The chat

engine, as usual, processes the users’ query by parsing it

and comparing it against the AIML templates. If the AIML

contains the answer directly, it is passed directly to the user,

through the KB engine. If the answer should be fetched

from the database, the modified AIML template is used,

whose format is as shown in figure 4.

The template starts with a token ‘‘KB,’’ which indicates

that it should be processed by the KB engine. Each com-

mand can be mapped with the action that should be exe-

cuted by the KB engine. F (command) indicates Function to

act by KB engine. The template also stores the main and

subdata required for processing the action.

This command from this template is provided to the KB

engine for evaluation, which will lead to the execution of

the appropriate command action.

For finding the missed field, the Main and Subdata sec-

tion can be made use of. The generalized command

response contains the following format:

KB engine command: Function to act by KB engine:

Table name which contain the field : (Field required to

answering the query).

The identified field can have any value from the set of

field value stored in the system. V is the set of stored field

values represented by

User 

interface

KB 

engine
Chat 

engine

Modified 

AIML

DB

Knowledge base

Figure 3. Proposed system architecture.

KB command: F (Command): Main Data: SubDataKB command: F (Command): Main Data: SubData

Figure 4. KB engine command structure.
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V ¼ fv1; v2; . . .; vng: ð2Þ
KB engine compares the user input with the set of available

field values.

ffig [ fv1; v2; . . .; vng ¼ /; ð3Þ
where fi is the user input and {v1, v2,…,vn} is the set of

available values for the identified field in the system. {fi}

should be subset of {v1, v2,…,vn}. Intersection of set of fi
and set of V is a null set, then the KB engine generates the

query with missed data and retort to user interface and set a

flag to get the input directly to the KB engine.

5.3 Secondary phase – provides data

from inquired field

This time the value returned from the user is directly pro-

cessed by the KB engine instead of chat engine. The KB

engine again compares the user input with the set of field

values. If any matching field value is found, then con-

catenate user input with the KB engine command and turn

off the flag for getting input value directly to the KB

engine. Now the engine gets the missing field value through

the inquisitive question to the user, by applying this value it

finds the answer to the user’s question. For finding the

answer, the KB engine again sends the field value and the

user’s question to the chat engine. This processing requires

the saving of the last response from the user; otherwise, this

leads to an invalid answer.

6. Results and discussions

Modified ALICE engine implemented first-level inquisitive

ability to the chatbot, which resulted in a more interactivity

with the user. After this implementation, we observe the

improved interactivity between the user and the agent in the

following conversation. The KB engine found the depart-

ment as the missing data and asked the user to specify the

department.

User: Who is your principal?

Bot: Dr. Srinivas ayer

User: Who is HOD?

Bot: Please specify the department

User: Computer application

Bot: Dr. Virkam Agarwal

Consider another conversation, which does not miss the

department details in the user query. Here the KB engine is

intelligent to identify that the department data are not

missed in the user’s query and directly provides the answer

to the query.

User: Who is computer application HOD?

Bot: Dr. Virkam Agarwal

The user interface of a simple interaction session

between a user and the first-level inquisitive chatbot is

shown in figure 5.

7. Conclusions

Intelligent conversion agents are becoming popular for

scientific, commercial, and entertainment systems. They

have a wide range of applications, such as virtual assis-

tance, artificial tutoring, e-commerce, and social network-

ing, and revolutionize the way human–computer

interactions take place, while identify the missing data and

be inquisitive to the user to collect data that are required to

answer the query.
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